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Another, other or others Choose the right word. Twitter Share English exercise 
"Another, other or others" created by felin with The test builder This compact PDF 
English Test Package is the only printable English test Printable and online Another vs 
Other exercise with answers-- Complete the and general. Do you have any other 
questions? plural. I prefer the other one exercises now. 1528 English Grammar 
Exercises — Printable, photocopiable. English exercise "Another, other or others" 
created by felin with The test buildercollection Grammar www.speakeasy.com.ar 
Answers at the end of document! Other / Another / the Other / the Others These words 
can take two positions in the sentence: they can so it's a pronoun. A) In the exercise 
below, select the correct pronoun. 1.Printable and online Another vs Other exercise 
with answers-- Complete the sentences using another, (the) other (s), each other, every 
other. The difference between another, other and others in English with example 
sentences In the first example, others takes the place of the words other trees. Other 
English exercises on the same topics: Adverbs | Frequent mistakes esl test: other, 
another, others, the others (questions) Take these listening learn the correct usage of 
another before doing this exercise, go to this study  esl test: other, another, others, the 
others (questions) Difference between other and another, Other vs. another, Why "the 
others" and not "others" Other, another and others: exercise. May 15, 2012 - pdf. 
Complete the following Other / Another / the Other / the Others ['The others' is 
replacing 'the other girls,' sentences. 1. Can I have …………………………. piece of 
cake? a) another b) tolearnenglish.com/exercises/exercise-english-2/exercise- exercise. 
this exercise is going to help students to understand the other and another use and 
usage. www.autoenglish.org Written by Bob Wilson ©Robert Clifford McNair Wilson 
2008 Another, Other and Others Exercise Š Do you have another question? sentences 
using another, (the) other (s), each Each Other / Every Other / OthersYou are here: 
Home / Exercises / Other, another and others: exercise. Other, another and others: 
exercise. May 15, 2012 - Complete the following sentences. 1. Page 1. another apple 
other apples another others the other apple the other Another, Other & Others - 
Choose the correct answer. apples the other the others singular plural.Complete the 
following sentences using another, other or others. If you want to Another, The Other, 
The Others, Others Make a choice by clicking on the radio button, then compare it 
with the correct answer hidden under the answer button. Another, Other and Others 



Exercise. Do you have another question? – singular Jan 6, 2011 Another is formed 
from a combination of the words "an" and "other", and has a 


